WELCOME TO THE EFA AFTER-SHOW PARTY!
Time Travel in Flip-Flops And Dance Into the Morning – Great Drinks and No Meat!
After celebrating the achievements in European film, the nominees and winners, the party
welcomes all guests, EFA Members, friends & partners of European film, and invites all to
mix and mingle, make new friends, exchange ideas and celebrate together. Some will prefer
chatting with friends and colleagues, newly acquired or connected for a long time, some
possibly not seen for quite a while. Some want to roam the rooms and discover.
We welcome all of you. We believe in diversity and sustainability and, together with our
partners, we have spent a considerable time developing ideas for this get-together. Please
allow us to introduce some of these ideas and partners:
The historic Cafe Moskau was built in the early 1960s on one of the main boulevards of East
Berlin. As a place of representation for Russian cuisine and culture, it was a popular and
frequently visited spot. It was also an attraction for many GDR actors, who came over after
their premieres in the neighbouring Kino International to end their evening in the restaurant
or night bar.
Our mobility partner ŠKODA, who have shuttled nominees and winners across the city in
great comfort, now allow all of you to travel back in time: Get into a stylish old-timer, the
POPULAR ROADSTER, and have your picture taken in front of a backdrop of Berlin in the
1930s – to share via #skodaandefa!
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Also picking up the wild past of Berlin is Berliner Mumpitz, a Berlin-made smoothie liquor
that comes in six flavours: rhubarb cardamom, peppermint sage, passion fruit lemongrass,
peach hop, mango ginger and lemon basil, each of them named on a unique Berlin character
from the 1920s. A tribute to freedom, cheekiness and the joy of frivolity, the bar includes
the artist Katja Wiedemann who designed the label art.
GLS have been our partners for many years, they ship the EFA Statuettes from designer Theo
Fennell in London to us and, after the awards and engraved with the winners’ names, on to
the award recipients. Tonight they provide a safe deposit for those statuettes while their
bearers can freely celebrate and party. For anyone who feels their shoes a bit more than
what’s enjoyable, you can check those in at the shoe wardrobe and continue in comfy flipflops before you pick up your shoes when leaving.
The tasty and sexy-looking food comes from our partners Berlin Cuisine and Lunch Vegaz.
There is no meat. Whether carnivore or vegan, you will find delicious non-meat food
provided by Berlin Cuisine: Each meal is made exclusively from local ingredients and
presented in its own skin or peel. This saves tons of dishes, water, time and money. Their
dishes have included grilled sunflower root with sunflower seed hummus in the blossom of a
sunflower and filled eggshells with baked cauliflower, crunchy nut butter, and egg yolk sauce
hollandaise. Find out what they serve at the EFA After-Show Party …
LunchVegaz also presents a buffet: They stand for sustainable gourmet, organic, vegan
convenience food of the highest quality. Natural, organic ingredients and fresh vegetables
are used exclusively – preservatives or flavour enhancers are off limits.
For any biodegradable waste, the courtyard will offer an improvised compost – not just for
show, this will be re-used.
The bars serve great drinks, alcoholic or not, made by people who know what they’re doing:
Sankt Pauli Spirituosen, the guys from the Reeperbahn in Hamburg, is honest, open,
cheerful and unadjusted. Their spirits don’t have to rest in old barrels for years, nor are they
bottled by virgin dockers at full moon. They make honest, artisan good and special spirits
with a keen eye for details, a tribute to the Hamburg district of St. Pauli with Reeperbahn
and harbor and the people who make this area unique. Podrum adds a stylish Whiskey bar
to the party and other partners bring Crémant from Bouvet Ladubay, Fritz-Kola and healsi
water.
Our dear friend Carlos Areces will once again have the people crowding the dancefloor. And
Red Bull brings us four further great DJs, Lovra, Porto Bello alias Trystan Pütter, William
Minke and DJ Schowi to make sure the party continues into wee hours of Sunday.
Upstairs, room “Tallinn” is the place to try out new stuff: Myk Baum invites guests to create
and change the visual atmosphere with their own movements – just try it! From half past
midnight, DJ Akikazu M. offers a dancefloor experience of a different kind: Just grab a pair of
headphones and join the “Silent Disco”!
Enjoy!
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